Abstract: Agricultural producer organizations are considered to be an efficient way for farmers to build up bargaining power, thereby increasing farmers' incomes. While making a contribution to the research on the longevity of cooperatives, we tried to identify some regularities concerning the survival of these entities in the specific context of transition economies. In this paper, we look more closely at potential relationships between the development of producers' organizations (POs) and the size of their membership. Then, we link the size of the membership with the concept of social capital. For our purposes, it is necessary to depart from using a general concept of social capital and to differentiate between bonding and bridging social capital. Our results, based on two unique datasets from Poland, clearly showed that relatively larger POs have higher rates of survival. This, in turn, is correlated with the stock and the type of social capital. The main contribution of the study is in identifying the relevance of the size of the membership of newly-established POs to their survival. The findings are followed by policy recommendations that may be useful in the context of promoting farmers' cooperation in recognizing the low stock of social capital, specifically bridging social capital.
Introduction
The issue of the relatively weak bargaining power of family farms as compared to companies operating at other stages of the food chain is an important benchmark in the debate on the effective market organization of the agricultural sector [1] [2] [3] [4] . Consequently, measures aimed at strengthening farmers' market position have become an important part of agricultural policy [5, 6] .
Cooperation in producers' organizations (POs) may be justified by the advantages of the economies of scale and the willingness to minimize transaction costs accompanying the processes of producing and selling agri-food products [7, 8] . It should enable the concentration of the supply of agricultural products, thereby facilitating negotiations relating to the conditions of their sale. Similarly, by creating the possibility for planning joint production and concentrating demand for agricultural inputs, it ought to reinforce the farmers' negotiation position vis-a-vis the suppliers of agricultural inputs. Finally, by making it possible to take advantage of economies of scale, such cooperation may also enable farmers to cover the costs of investment projects aimed at capturing new markets, improving the quality of the commodities produced, or creating and promoting their own brands. Furthermore, it is worthwhile mentioning that a side effect of the producer groups' existence might be the links between producers, processors, and commercial agents; these links could be important for the efficient functioning of the market, resulting in market and price stabilization [6, 9] .
There are also other tangible benefits brought by producer groups. Those most often mentioned are an increase in the income of producers in the groups, improvement of the quality of commodities produced, and a greater diversity of products placed on the market [6] . However, one should not forget that cooperation and the related benefits require farmers to relinquish their independence in marketing and production activities. From an individual producer's perspective, they also imply a slower decision-making process or the need to incur the costs of additional investment [10] .
Like other European Union countries, Poland has also provided support from public funds for the setup and operation of producers' organizations (POs). The fact that such measures have been consistently included in agricultural policy measures indicates that cooperation among farmers in Poland, although very much desired, is still insufficient [11] . Investigations show that the effects of support for the setting up of agricultural producer organizations are at best moderate when we take into account the number of farmers that are members of POs and their share in the marketing of agricultural products. After about 20 years of implementing measures aimed at setting up POs in Poland, many still operate. However, data from public registers of POs show that a significant number of them closed despite receiving support from public funds.
Due to these factors, questions have been raised about the patterns of survival and development of newly established POs. Naturally, these questions concern factors that may stimulate or inhibit the process of forming agricultural producer organizations, or that determine their success or failure. In addition to institutional factors, of key importance is also the resources available to farmers-not only tangible assets such as land, machinery or funds, but also resources that are less obvious and more difficult to evaluate. This may include, for instance, the ability to cooperate, or resources derived from established social relations, the accompanying social standards, and trust. Literature on cooperatives that addresses social relations, trust and social capital is so far limited. We believe that our study will contribute to this literature in two ways. Since the process of establishing itself in the free market economy started in Poland after 1989, we focus on the issue of collective action and its formation and development at the initial stage of operation. Moreover, based on some characteristics of the stock of social capital harmed by the legacy of communism, we try to complement the literature with an explanation of how different types of social capital may affect farmers' cooperation.
Therefore, the subject of our interest is the potential relationship between the survival of producer organizations and farmers' social capital. The structure of the study is as follows: in Section 2, we describe the specifics of the development of producer organizations in Poland. In Section 3, we discuss the notion of social capital. Given that the subject of our considerations is agricultural producer organizations, we primarily refer to the definition of social capital where it is seen as an attribute of individuals, not as an attribute of society as a whole. We also refer to historical conditions due to the relevance of the legacy of communism on social capital, which has been widely discussed in the literature. Next, we use a systems approach to the dynamic complexity to identify the key mechanisms through which social capital may have an impact on the development of cooperation among farmers. In Section 4 we explain research design, including data sources and methods of data collection and analysis.
In Section 5, we explore secondary data from governmental registers to evaluate survival patterns in the population of new established POs in Poland. In this part of our analysis, we focus on investigating whether POs consisting of a wider membership survive longer than smaller ones. Then, we complement this analysis with a study based on primary data from a survey with 200 farmers (members of 50 producer organizations) to obtain more insight into the relationships between survival patterns of POs and the social capital of farmers. While studying the primary data, we focus on answering the question of whether the stock and structure of social capital is the factor that differentiates the size of established POs. Finally, we conclude our findings and give recommendations vis-à-vis agricultural policy aimed at establishing and developing POs, especially in the context of a low level of bridging capital in rural areas. the commodities produced on member farms on the market, thereby ensuring maximum benefits proportionately to the quantity of products sold by the group. Producer groups are owned by their members-producers; they are set up, controlled, and managed by producers in a way that brings them specific benefits.
At the end of 2015, a total of 1630 agricultural producer groups (including fruit and vegetable POs) were registered in Poland. One should also bear in mind that, additionally to newly-established agricultural groups (APGs) and organizations of fruit and vegetable producers that we put under investigation, there are also other types of POs in the Polish food sector. These include agricultural production cooperatives, farmer circles' cooperatives, and horticultural and beekeepers' cooperatives. However, as reported by Matczak [22] , the role of these entities in the market is marginal and diminishing; moreover, in the general public's opinion, they are often treated as remnants of the old communist era. The most successful cooperatives with a long-standing tradition operate in the dairy sector (about 70% of the market share).
The number of producer groups alone does not prove that farmers are well organized. If we compare the number of members of POs-approximately 27.4 thousand-and the number of farmers who are CAP beneficiaries, it turns out that in 2016, as little as 2% of agricultural producers were associated with producer groups. A relatively modest share in supplies of agricultural products on the market belonging to producer groups can be clearly seen in international comparisons [5] . The level of formal cooperation among farmers remains relatively low. Furthermore, another negative phenomenon observed in recent years is the decline in the overall number of POs.
From searching for the causes for this situation in the literature review, we first present the concept of social capital, which is subsequently used to indicate significant conditions that may influence the stability of cooperation between agricultural producers. Then, we move to a systems approach to dynamic complexity in the explanation of barriers restricting the development of the collective action of farmers, in terms of both the creation of APGs and the increase of the size of the membership.
Theoretical Background

Importance of Social Capital for the Setting-Up and Functioning of POs
Social capital is an extremely popular, though not very specific and clearly operationalized, concept enabling research into social conditions favorable to better economic performance at different levels, including the state [23] , local community [24] , organization [25] , or individual [26] levels. The works of Bourdieu [27] , Coleman [28] , Putnam [29, 30] , and Fukuyama [31, 32] provide the primary inspiration for the concept of social capital. In this study, we are primarily interested in a micro perspective, therefore it is worthwhile to evoke here the definition of social capital offered by Bourdieu. It treats social capital as resources that accrue to an individual or a group by virtue of possessing a durable network of relationships of mutual acquaintance and recognition. Thus, this definition allows us to look at social capital both from the perspective of an individual (a farmer who decides to join a producer organization) and the organization (a producer organization).
Dividing the concept of social capital into two distinct aspects-bonding and bridging social capital-is popular in the literature. The former refers to fostering solidarity within the community or organization/group. In doing so, it develops trust and reciprocity of norms and simultaneously helps create mechanisms safeguarding against opportunistic behavior in breach of the rules applicable to the group. It also deepens members' involvement in attaining collective goals and facilitates knowledge sharing [28, 33, 34] . However, it is worth emphasizing that, in addition to the above-mentioned benefits, this type of social capital may generate considerable costs, causing the group's closure to the outside world and making its development and the introduction of indispensable adaptation-related changes difficult [35] .
The bridging type of social capital enables the establishment of contacts outside the organization/group. It is thus responsible for enhancing the group's adaptation possibilities, enables the maintenance of openness to diverse perspectives, and increases access to information and innovation [36, 37] . However, this type of social capital may distract people from attaining the group's objectives [33] , while weak relationships may not be sufficient to build up trust and, consequently, to acquire new knowledge [38] .
Moreover, one may observe that an animated discussion in which these two types of social capital are compared takes place in the literature. For instance, Putnam's [30] position is that social bonding capital is a second-class capital relative to social bridging capital. Svendsen and Svendsen [39] , in turn, argue that it is connected with the corrosion of social capital, whereas Fukuyama associates it with "amoral familism" [31, 32] . It may be also assumed that the impact of social capital at the individual level is, to a considerable extent, conditioned by social capital resources at the community level. On the one hand, social capital resources at these two levels may reinforce each other, implying a positive correlation between them. On the other hand, strong social capital at the community level may weaken the motivation of individuals to form an association, by serving as a kind of producer group substitute. Numerous studies show that the level of social capital in Poland is low, not only in rural areas but also all across the country. In studies concerning rural areas, various scholars have emphasized that rural inhabitants are characterized by a relatively low level of trust in people, including local residents [40] [41] [42] . The weak status of civil society, which, if it exists at all, has a familial-egoistic nature, is likely a contributing factor to this [40] . Furthermore, it is generally claimed, especially in the context we are interested in, that this type of social capital is determined by historical factors-more precisely, the negative legacy of communism [4, [43] [44] [45] . This refers to a possible low level of activity of citizens used to receiving support from the state, or unwillingness to establish cooperation due to bad experiences with enforced collectivization or a degenerated form of cooperatives [17, 46, 47] . However, across the Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) countries, regarding the ideological pressure of being developed under communism, only in Poland did mass-collectivization fail and family farms survive until the transition [48] .
Furthermore, we need to emphasize the fact that cooperation, instead of being a grassroots initiative, was imposed from above. This brought about not only unwillingness to cooperate, but also degenerated forms of social capital leading to amoral familism, nepotism, or corruption. This problem is also reflected in the studies demonstrating that barriers to the development of cooperative behavior are created due to the lack of a tradition of grassroots initiatives organizing themselves into formal structures, learned passivity, and a low level of trust in the "external world", as well as national and local authorities, among rural inhabitants [49] .
Systems Approach to Dynamic Complexity
As we mentioned in the previous section, the consequences of a legacy of communism in Poland is a low stock of social capital and the relative dominance of bonding capital over bridging capital. These effects are even more visible in rural areas, particularly among farmers. Consequently, an important barrier to developing the collective action of farmers and the creation of POs exists. In order to overcome this barrier, support measures aimed at the establishment of APGs have been introduced under agricultural policies (within a Rural Development Program co-financed from the national and European Union budget). The results of this support were quite promising, as measured by the number of POs established. However, the recent soaring dynamic of the growth of the number of APGs (from 8 POs in 2001 to 1391 in 2013) has started to break-down, and the number of existing POs has declined (1324 in 2015). This phenomenon is part of the rule described by Senge: "when the same action has dramatically different effects in the short run and the long, there is dynamic complexity" ( [50] , p. 71).
Under the conditions of dynamic complexity, "linear" reasoning and conventional methods are not well equipped to deal with the problem ( [50] , pp. [70] [71] . Therefore, system thinking turns out to be a more effective way of dealing with such issues, whereby the focus is on the whole rather than on its elements-in search of the interrelations in their dynamics rather than a static picture. In short, system thinking aims to identify structures that underlie complex dynamic situations ( [50] , pp. 68-69). As Senge observed, "one of the most important and potentially most empowering, insights to come from ( . . . ) system thinking is that certain patterns of structure recur again and again" ( [50] , p. 93). Those patterns are called "archetypes". Therefore, to illustrate barriers restricting the development of collective action of farmers and the creation of APGs, the archetypical feedback loop diagram seems to be useful.
The previously mentioned barriers are well depicted by the "limits to growth archetype" (Figure 1 ). The main mechanism of this generic structure is the interrelation between two feedback processes: the reinforcing process and the balancing process. The reinforcing process (we denote it as R) means that the growth of A leads to the growth of B, and the growth of B leads to the growth of A. Thus, starting this loop is a way of amplifying growth. The balancing process (we denote it as B) is the dynamic which aims to stabilize the outcome nearly around the goal (the explicit or implicit target). Thus, starting this loop achieves stabilization by directing a too low or too high level to the target level. Typically, the amplifying process produces the spiral of success. This process feeds on itself, resulting in accelerating growth. Then, the growth begins to slow down and eventually stops. This is due to the balancing process being approached as a limiting condition ( [50] , pp. 79, 94-103, 390-391). to come from (…) system thinking is that certain patterns of structure recur again and again" ( [50] , p. 93). Those patterns are called "archetypes". Therefore, to illustrate barriers restricting the development of collective action of farmers and the creation of APGs, the archetypical feedback loop diagram seems to be useful. The previously mentioned barriers are well depicted by the "limits to growth archetype" (Figure 1 ). The main mechanism of this generic structure is the interrelation between two feedback processes: the reinforcing process and the balancing process. The reinforcing process (we denote it as R) means that the growth of A leads to the growth of B, and the growth of B leads to the growth of A. Thus, starting this loop is a way of amplifying growth. The balancing process (we denote it as B) is the dynamic which aims to stabilize the outcome nearly around the goal (the explicit or implicit target). Thus, starting this loop achieves stabilization by directing a too low or too high level to the target level. Typically, the amplifying process produces the spiral of success. This process feeds on itself, resulting in accelerating growth. Then, the growth begins to slow down and eventually stops. This is due to the balancing process being approached as a limiting condition ( [50] , p. 79, pp. 94-103, 390-391). Cooperation among farmers is explained by the economies of scale and the effort of minimizing transaction costs [5, 8, 51] . If one or both of these purposes is met, collective action benefits farmers. Achieving economies of scale is ceteris paribus (at a given amount of the individual farm contribution), dependent on the number of group members. Similarly, the larger size of the group arising from the greater number of members also contributes to the reduction of transaction costs due to the decreasing number of market transactions required and/or limited opportunism. A group of farmers could act as a single contractor on behalf of its members, lowering the number of transactions needed, and their costs [52] . The costs connected with a loss of reputation are higher if the group acting as a trading partner is bigger [53] . Consequently, the larger the group is (in terms of the membership), the easier and more sustainable the benefits achieved by its members are. Such benefits lead to higher attractiveness of the group, which, in turn, increases the likelihood of new members joining, thus reinforcing the amplifying loop. However, there can be a delay (denoted by an hourglass) in the reinforcing spiral. A larger membership allows an increment of both productive capital and stock of reputation, which produces benefits from collective action, yet it takes some time before this influence can be realized (Figure 1 ). Cooperation among farmers is explained by the economies of scale and the effort of minimizing transaction costs [5, 8, 51] . If one or both of these purposes is met, collective action benefits farmers. Achieving economies of scale is ceteris paribus (at a given amount of the individual farm contribution), dependent on the number of group members. Similarly, the larger size of the group arising from the greater number of members also contributes to the reduction of transaction costs due to the decreasing number of market transactions required and/or limited opportunism. A group of farmers could act as a single contractor on behalf of its members, lowering the number of transactions needed, and their costs [52] . The costs connected with a loss of reputation are higher if the group acting as a trading partner is bigger [53] . Consequently, the larger the group is (in terms of the membership), the easier and more sustainable the benefits achieved by its members are. Such benefits lead to higher attractiveness of the group, which, in turn, increases the likelihood of new members joining, thus reinforcing the amplifying loop. However, there can be a delay (denoted by an hourglass) in the reinforcing spiral. A larger membership allows an increment of both productive capital and stock of reputation, which produces benefits from collective action, yet it takes some time before this influence can be realized ( Figure 1) .
As shown in Figure 1 , the size of the group influences (with some delay) the benefits for its members. This dependency can be expressed by the production function ( [54] , p. 243). In this case, the production function relates to the size of the membership versus the group's outcomes. As presented in Figure 2 , this relationship could take many forms, such as linear, general third order (S-shaped curve), or the step function ( [54, 55] , p. 245). Different shapes of this function can create different dynamics in otherwise similar contexts and, therefore, can lead to different outcomes ( [55] , p. 523).
However, in limits to the growth archetype, the amplifying spiral is concatenated with a balancing loop. After approaching some level of growth, the reinforcing process slows down (or may even reverse itself and decline) by starting (by exceeding the limit condition) the stabilizing loop. Thus, in this case, the S-curve seems to be a more accurate illustration of the relevant dynamics (compare Reference [50] , p. 98).
In Figure 1 , the size of the group is related to the difficulty of coordination. Difficulties can arise both ex ante (at the forming of the group stage) and ex post (the activity of the group stage). The issue of the influence of group size on its functioning can be considered from several different points of view. In particular, this problem has been viewed as part of the sociological theory of social life forms, within the framework of group theory and management theory. As shown in Figure 1 , the size of the group influences (with some delay) the benefits for its members. This dependency can be expressed by the production function ( [54] , p. 243). In this case, the production function relates to the size of the membership versus the group's outcomes. As presented in Figure 2 , this relationship could take many forms, such as linear, general third order (S-shaped curve), or the step function ( [54, 55] , p. 245). Different shapes of this function can create different dynamics in otherwise similar contexts and, therefore, can lead to different outcomes ( [55] , p. 523).
However, in limits to the growth archetype, the amplifying spiral is concatenated with a balancing loop. After approaching some level of growth, the reinforcing process slows down (or may even reverse itself and decline) by starting (by exceeding the limit condition) the stabilizing loop. Thus, in this case, the S-curve seems to be a more accurate illustration of the relevant dynamics (compare Reference ( [50] , p. 98)).
In Figure 1 , the size of the group is related to the difficulty of coordination. Difficulties can arise both ex ante (at the forming of the group stage) and ex post (the activity of the group stage). The issue of the influence of group size on its functioning can be considered from several different points of view. In particular, this problem has been viewed as part of the sociological theory of social life forms, within the framework of group theory and management theory. A German sociologist, Simmel, was one of the first researchers to investigate the relationship between the number of group members and the performance of the group. Looking at the group as a whole, he found that it "betrays certain qualities only below or above a definite extent" ( [56] , pp. 192-193). Next, he analyzed a few historical legal recommendations related to the minimum or maximum number of members in different associations. These recommendations were established so that only above a minimum number was required or only below a maximum number was A German sociologist, Simmel, was one of the first researchers to investigate the relationship between the number of group members and the performance of the group. Looking at the group as a whole, he found that it "betrays certain qualities only below or above a definite extent" ( [56] , pp. 192-193). Next, he analyzed a few historical legal recommendations related to the minimum or maximum number of members in different associations. These recommendations were established so that only above a minimum number was required or only below a maximum number was permitted, in order that the group may perform certain functions or may be held liable for certain obligations. "The special qualities which associations develop on the ground of their membership ( . . . ) would, to be sure, always be the same, attached to the same number, if there were no psychological differences between men" ( [56] , p. 193). However, regarding the inevitable differences between individuals, it is difficult to establish exact numbers. Nevertheless, most of the prescriptions cited by Simmel oscillate between five and eight (we will call this Simmel's first threshold) members, or fluctuate around 20 associates (we will call this Simmel's second threshold) ( [56] , pp. 194-195) . Contemporary sociologists also emphasize the significance of the number of about 20 people for the functioning of the group ( [57, 58] , p. 201). Above this limit, intimacy and direct contact disappear, while contact mediation and formalism appear ( [58] , p. 201).
A second insight into the issue of group size is offered by the theory of collective action. Olson claims that "unless the number of individuals in a group is quite small, or unless there is coercion or some other special device to make individuals act in their common interest, rational self-interested individuals will not act to achieve their common or group interests" ( [59] , p. 2). Individual interests can be advanced by personal action. Collective action is expected to further the common interests of the agents who organized it. However, as the number of agents involved becomes larger, no one will notice when any one individual starts to have a free ride. Olson argues that due to the fact that the group creates collective good (for example, if any agent X i in the group of X 1 , . . . X i , . . . X n uses or consumes this good, it cannot be inhibited by the others in that group), those who do not pay for it cannot be excluded from its consumption ( [59] , pp. 14-15).
If V g denotes the group's gain and V i denotes the gain to the individual, the fraction (F i ) of the group gain would then be equal to V i /V g . According to Olson's reasoning, collective good will be achieved if F i > C/V g , where C denotes the total cost. Thus, V i has to be bigger than C ( [59] , pp. [23] [24] . In other words, if there is some quantity of a collective good that can be gained at a cost that is sufficiently low in relation to the benefit that a member of the group would gain from providing that good all by himself, then there is a presumption that the collective good will be provided. For example, if there are five members in the group and we assume their equal share in the gain, the total cost of organizing the collective action for gaining from the collective good could not exceed 20% of the total gain from such an action. If the group consists of 20 members, a similar ratio could not go beyond 5%. This is the key point of Olson's claim: that only small organizations of collective action are able to supply collective good without other requirements.
Such a pessimistic view of collective action offered by Olson has been argued against by Ostrom [54] in three ways. Firstly, she pointed that Olson's category of collective good is too broad. He based his reasoning on the Musgrave [60] distinction between goods-whether or not some agent can be excluded from benefiting once the good is supplied. However, such a distinction does not differentiate common-pool resources (CPR) from public goods (PG). To do this, one could use the second attribute of goods, namely, jointness of consumption. The issue here is whether or not the individual consumption of any agent leads to the subtraction from any others individual's consumption of the relevant good. True public goods are those which are both not excludable and not competitive in consumption. CPR are those for which exclusion is not feasible, but of which consumption subtracts from the total consumption available to others. In consequence, as Ostrom argues, Olson's claims about collective action are more appropriate for a subset of collective action problems, rather than for the whole set of such issues ( [54] , pp. 240-241). Additionally, Oliver et al. [55] presented some critique of the generality of Olson's conjectures, which conceal some differences between collective actions. The extended empirical study conducted by Ostrom in her seminal book [61] showed that there are possible successful collective actions concerning CPR which are not very small as measured by the number of participants. Ostrom ([54] , pp. 243-245) also argued that one should take into account the production function of producing collective goods (see Figure 2 and the discussion above). The success of collective action depends, among other factors, on the particular shape of that function ( [54] , pp. 243-245). Thirdly, Ostrom considered the problem of the allocation function, which assigns participants of collective action a share of gains and costs. There are possibly different allocation formulas (Olson used only one of them), which vary in the degree to which they are supportive of collective action ( [54] , pp. 247-248). Regardless of Ostrom's critique of Olson radicalism, there is still the issue of the size of the group and its influence on collective performance.
The third point of view is offered by management theory. One of the precursors of this theory, Barnard, defined the upper boundary of a basic organization as 15-20 persons [62] . The issue of group size was then developed in the literature on teams in management theory. The size of the group affects its cohesiveness; that is, as the number of members increases, the cohesiveness of the group decreases [62] . Empirical studies have found that the performance and productivity of employee teams were the highest close to the Simmel's first threshold of about five members ( [63] , p. 696). Small teams of employees show relatively more agreement among members, more personal contact, tend to be less formal, and make fewer demands on team leaders. On the other hand, bigger teams show more differences and disagreements among members, which leads to more demands on leaders. In such teams, subgroups are formed and conflicts occur more often, and communication becomes more difficult. Moreover, as groups increase in size, so does the tendency to engage in free riding ( [63] , p. 696).
The dominant factor supporting the establishment of POs in Poland is strong family or acquaintance relations [53, 64] . Fałkowski et al. [64] stressed that the reliance on personal relations may not be the first choice of means; however, in light of the stock and structure of social capital inherited from the communist dictatorship, this could be the only way not to act on one's own. They also formulated an opinion that, if PO start-ups succeed, the farmers will learn by themselves that collective action can make them better off. Thus, this will lead to the evolution of social norms over time, and allow for family and acquaintance relationships to be replaced by a more impersonal relationship-based form of cooperation. Such an opinion may be too optimistic, however. The implicit assumption behind this idea is the proportional increase in the benefits from collective action (see Figure 2a) . If, however, the true relationships between membership and gains from cooperation are better modelled by functions like functions depicted in Figure 2b -d, such an optimistic scenario may not be realistic. The insufficient stock and mix of components of social capital could act as the limiting factor, triggering the balancing loop which, in turn, blocks the amplifying process of the reinforcing loop ( Figure 1) . Therefore, it is probable that even if many small POs are established, a lot of them would not achieve enough benefits to promote continued participation in collective action. Thus, farmers cannot learn by themselves that cooperation can make them better off and, therefore, the evolution of social norms over time will not be started.
Research Gap
In his theoretical discussion, Valentinov stressed that cooperatives are strongly social capital dependent organizations [65, 66] . He pointed out that 'the enterprise cannot be effectively created and maintained unless it is supported by the required amount of social capital. In this sense ( . . . ) the agricultural producer cooperative (APC) is the most social capital dependent form' ( [65] , p. 23). However, the picture of the role of social capital in the formation and development of POs in agriculture is not fully clear.
Particular emphasis in the literature devoted to agricultural cooperation is placed on the issue of trust [67] [68] [69] . The main common conclusion from these studies is that higher levels of trust are beneficial for both the emergence of POs and their success. More interestingly, studies focusing on new emerging producer organizations highlight the role of trust in the formation of collective action among farmers. For example, Möllers et al. explored the factors that determine the intention of farmers to join marketing cooperatives in Romania. Although the trust variable turned out to be not significant as a predictor of the intention to cooperate in their model, the authors found qualitative indications that trust plays a role when intention is translated into actual behavior [70] .
The issue of motivation to cooperate was also addressed by Chlebicka et al. [71] . The authors provided some evidence that a lack of trust may be perceived as an obstacle to establishing producer organizations in Poland. In addition, the picture emerging from this study documented some links between different types of trust and the amount of cooperation. According to the authors, interpersonal relationships and mutual trust between individuals facilitate the establishment of producers' groups of a relatively small size, whereas trust in formal institutions should support collective action in bigger organizations. The same authors investigated this issue further, focusing on the type of relationships among farmers and the extent to which they use these relationships when establishing collective action. Using a dataset from Poland, they described the differences between POs organized around family bonds, acquaintanceships, and impersonal relations. The results they obtained show that those who perceive trust as important for solving commitment problems more often resort to close interpersonal relations to govern collaborative actions. Moreover, they suggest that groups organized around family relations tend to be smaller than groups based on more impersonal mechanisms of governance.
Interesting insights into the social effects of the scale of cooperation of farmers are provided by Nilsson et al. [72] . They argued that increasing the scale of cooperatives by far-reaching vertical and horizontal integration leads to lessening trust, fewer face-to-face interactions among members and between members and leaders, weekend democratic control, and increasing difficulties in solving collective action problems. They concluded their investigation by cooperatives stating that "the withering of values contained in a stock of social capital has a serious impact on these enterprises' economic performance".
The key justification of our analysis is the lack of evidence regarding how the size of membership depends on the stock and the type of social capital of farmers. We attempt to address this firstly by looking closely at the relationship between the longevity of a PO on the market and the size of a PO, as measured by the number of members.
Research Design, Data, and Methods
The basic research question we would like to answer in our empirical study is as follows: does the size of the membership matter for the survival of producer organizations? Specifically, we focus on investigating whether POs consisting of a larger member base perform better than POs with smaller ones. Our approach to answering this question is straightforward and could be expressed as "survival of the fittest". If the group size is interrelated with the sustainable benefits from cooperation, then bigger POs should survive longer and smaller groups should fail more easily. This research strategy is similar to the "survival test" proposed by Stigler [73] in his seminal paper. The logic of survivorship studies is simple-"if a particular plant size is efficient, eventually all plants in the industry should approach that size. Any plant of firm size that survives for a long time is efficient" ( [74] , p. 42). In practice, this method requires the split of the observed population or sample into fractions of various sizes and the observation of their evolution over time [73, [75] [76] [77] . Firm or plant sizes which survive and contribute a growing proportion of total production are efficient, while those which represent a declining share are not efficient ( [78] , p. 82). Therefore, the survival test can only identify the range of efficient sizes ( [74] , p. 43). Moreover, dividing the population or sample into size groups involves a degree of arbitrariness ( [78] , p. 82). Nevertheless, survivorship studies are among the most popular empirical approaches for assessing the economics of scale ( [77, 78] , pp. [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] .
Regarding the distinction between the two kinds of social capital, we assume that their roles in supporting the formation and maintenance of farmers' organizations manifest in different ways (Figure 3 ). Bonding capital is essential to the process of forming cooperation. Based on the literature review above, we predict that the gains from close, intimate, face-to-face relations will reach a maximum level at somewhere around five members (Simmel's first threshold)-(m 1 ). However, the role of these interconnections will weaken with the growth in the membership base. In line with this growth, the significance of bridging capital increases. Therefore, if a shortage of social capital provokes blockage, in the worst scenario, cooperation will never achieve the level required by the farmers. We conjecture that the essential role of bridging capital will surpass the role of bonding capital somewhere around 20 (Simmel's second threshold) members-m 2 . This is also connected with a shift into more formal and indirect relations between members. According to Polish regulations, the smallest recognized POs should consist of at least five members. Thus, this will be our first size category. The second category will consist of POs containing between 6 and 19 farmers, and the last category will be those with 20 farmers or more.
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Results
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At the end of 2015, a total of 1324 agricultural producer groups were registered in Poland, as shown in Figure 4 . In fact, the total number of APGs that were listed in the register from 2001-2015 was higher (1721) but some of these entities were deleted from the register. The exact number of companies deleted from the agricultural producer groups register was 397 (about 23% of the total). In addition to the agricultural producer groups, there were also 305 organizations in 2015 set up and provided with support under the regulations on the common organization of the market in fruit and vegetables. Thus, overall, around 1630 entities may be regarded as producer organizations in Poland. As explained earlier, the first step in our analysis was to plot the survivorship curve for the 974 POs (dataset_1) that we have complete data for. In the survival analysis, the length of time until the moment of removing a PO from the official register is of particular interest to us. In our case, the period from 2001 (registration of the first POs in Poland) until the end of 2017 (latest data are As explained earlier, the first step in our analysis was to plot the survivorship curve for the 974 POs (dataset_1) that we have complete data for. In the survival analysis, the length of time until the moment of removing a PO from the official register is of particular interest to us. In our case, the period from 2001 (registration of the first POs in Poland) until the end of 2017 (latest data are available from early 2018) is covered. Consequently, the research period for dataset_1 is 16 years (0X-axis in Figure 5 ). During this period of time, some elements from the sample did not survive; that is, they were removed from the register. It should be kept in mind that some of the objects were still operating at the end of the research period, which does not exclude them; however, they could "die" (could be deleted from the register or closed) sometime in the future. We will refer to these POs as censored objects. Based on the data on the length of observations that end with "death" (deletion), and the length of time of the functioning of the censored objects, we estimated the probability of survival for a given period of time (calculated in years). Then, we drew a Kaplan-Meyer plot, which is a graphical presentation of the estimated probability. Figure 5 shows that for dataset_1, about 75% of POs had a chance of surviving for 6 years, and just over 50% of POs had a chance of continuing to operate for 10 years. available from early 2018) is covered. Consequently, the research period for dataset_1 is 16 years (0X-axis in Figure 5 ). During this period of time, some elements from the sample did not survive; that is, they were removed from the register. It should be kept in mind that some of the objects were still operating at the end of the research period, which does not exclude them; however, they could "die" (could be deleted from the register or closed) sometime in the future. We will refer to these POs as censored objects. Based on the data on the length of observations that end with "death" (deletion), and the length of time of the functioning of the censored objects, we estimated the probability of survival for a given period of time (calculated in years). Then, we drew a Kaplan-Meyer plot, which is a graphical presentation of the estimated probability. Figure 5 shows that for dataset_1, about 75% of POs had a chance of surviving for 6 years, and just over 50% of POs had a chance of continuing to operate for 10 years. In order to verify our assumption regarding the link between the size of the group and the benefits arising from collective action (as approximated by survival rate), we performed the survival analysis in relation to three subgroups of POs: (1) POs with 5 members (382 objects); (2) POs with 6 to 19 members (422 objects); and (3) POs with 20 or more members (170 objects). The Kaplan-Meier curve shows that the size of the group, measured by the number of members, strongly differentiates the probability of survival ( Figure 6 ). Furthermore, producer organizations with only five members have a lower chance of survival for six years when compared to dataset_1 overall (the exact probability of survival in this subgroup is 65%). At the same time, the results for the subgroup of medium-sized POs (77% likelihood of surviving six years) are similar to those for dataset_1 as a whole. POs with 20 or more members have an 89% probability of surviving for six years, which is definitely higher than the average for dataset_1. Moreover, these differences are also visible in the longer time horizon. Only about 32% of small POs have a chance of operating for 10 years, while in the category of medium-sized groups, the percentage of success is almost 60%. In the subgroup of the largest POs, it slightly exceeds 70%. These differences are confirmed as statistically significant (Table 1) .
Therefore, based on the logic of survivorship studies, the answer to our basic research question is that the size of membership base does matter. Specifically, producer organizations of Polish farmers which consist of only five members have the lowest probability of surviving; therefore, referring to the rule of "survival of the fittest", we conclude that they perform the worst on average. In order to verify our assumption regarding the link between the size of the group and the benefits arising from collective action (as approximated by survival rate), we performed the survival analysis in relation to three subgroups of POs: (1) POs with 5 members (382 objects); (2) POs with 6 to 19 members (422 objects); and (3) POs with 20 or more members (170 objects). The Kaplan-Meier curve shows that the size of the group, measured by the number of members, strongly differentiates the probability of survival ( Figure 6 ). Furthermore, producer organizations with only five members have a lower chance of survival for six years when compared to dataset_1 overall (the exact probability of survival in this subgroup is 65%). At the same time, the results for the subgroup of medium-sized POs (77% likelihood of surviving six years) are similar to those for dataset_1 as a whole. POs with 20 or more members have an 89% probability of surviving for six years, which is definitely higher than the average for dataset_1. Moreover, these differences are also visible in the longer time horizon. Only about 32% of small POs have a chance of operating for 10 years, while in the category of medium-sized groups, the percentage of success is almost 60%. In the subgroup of the largest POs, it slightly exceeds 70%. These differences are confirmed as statistically significant (Table 1) .
Therefore, based on the logic of survivorship studies, the answer to our basic research question is that the size of membership base does matter. Specifically, producer organizations of Polish farmers which consist of only five members have the lowest probability of surviving; therefore, referring to the rule of "survival of the fittest", we conclude that they perform the worst on average. Better performance is represented by POs with a membership base between 6-19 farmers. The highest longevity and, therefore, according to the same logic, the best performance is achieved by POs which consist of 20 farmers or more. These empirical results are in line with the archetype presented in Figure 1 . The results described above are based on dataset_1, which consists of nearly one thousand POs. However, this dataset covers a very limited number of variables. Therefore, attempting to answer the second research question based on dataset_1 would be futile. That being the case, we additionally explored a second dataset based on a survey conducted with 200 farmers from 50 POs (dataset_2). As previously mentioned, dataset_2 is much more limited in population coverage, and the data collection method does not preserve representativeness. For that reason, the conclusions developed based on the analysis of dataset_2 may be less reliable when compared to those formulated based on dataset_1. Nevertheless, due to the very limited empirical literature on social issues connected with the cooperative effort of farmers [64, 70] , analyzing even small samples could give us valuable insights. As we mentioned earlier, the measurement of social capital remains a serious obstacle and, in practice, the stock of capital is estimated by proxies. In order to answer our second research question (is the stock and structure of social capital the factor that differentiates the size of farmers' groups?) we used four proxies-two for each kind of social capital (bonding and bridging).
In our study, we used the answers from the survey to the two questions about relationships The results described above are based on dataset_1, which consists of nearly one thousand POs. However, this dataset covers a very limited number of variables. Therefore, attempting to answer the second research question based on dataset_1 would be futile. That being the case, we additionally explored a second dataset based on a survey conducted with 200 farmers from 50 POs (dataset_2). As previously mentioned, dataset_2 is much more limited in population coverage, and the data collection method does not preserve representativeness. For that reason, the conclusions developed based on the analysis of dataset_2 may be less reliable when compared to those formulated based on dataset_1. Nevertheless, due to the very limited empirical literature on social issues connected with the cooperative effort of farmers [64, 70] , analyzing even small samples could give us valuable insights. As we mentioned earlier, the measurement of social capital remains a serious obstacle and, in practice, the stock of capital is estimated by proxies. In order to answer our second research question (is the stock and structure of social capital the factor that differentiates the size of farmers' groups?) we used four proxies-two for each kind of social capital (bonding and bridging).
In our study, we used the answers from the survey to the two questions about relationships with other members of the group at the stage of joining a PO as proxies for bonding social capital. Specifically, this refers to possessing family members and acquaintances in the PO. As presented in Table 2 , the occurrence of family bonds is much more frequent in the case of smaller POs (membership below or equal to the median, namely, ≤8 farmers) than having no relatives in the group. To some extent, the opposite situation is found in the bigger POs (above 8 members)-in these groups, not having family relationships with other members of the group is the norm. As the results of the χ 2 test show, the relationship is statistically significant. Almost all the respondents have some acquaintances in the group (Table 3) . However, in this category of relationships, the situation is different in relation to relatives. While there is a fraction of farmers with no acquaintances in their POs, in the case of larger groups this situation is extremely rare. The relationship is statistically significant. Therefore, it is probable that the following pattern emerges: nn the smallest POs, the bonding capital is dominated by kinship relations, while such bonds start to be supplanted by connections with acquaintances as the membership base becomes bigger. Furthermore, as proxies for bridging social capital, we use two types of declarations from the survey in relation to the following statements:
•
In my neighborhood, people generally trust each other (we called this proxy generalized trust);
• In my neighborhood, people are generally eager to cooperate (we called this proxy generalized attitude to cooperate).
The respondents could choose from five answers: disagree, rather disagree, rather agree, agree, and hard to say. We interpreted disagree and rather disagree as a low level of generalized trust or attitude to cooperate, while rather agree and agree as a high level of generalized trust or attitude to cooperate. We did not take into account the "hard to say" answers.
As presented in Table 4 , in groups of up to 8 members, high generalized trust is declared only slightly more often than low trust. In bigger groups, high generalized trust occurs nearly four times more often than low trust. The relationship is statistically significant. The sum of respondents is lower than 200 due to omitting "hard to say" answers and incomplete surveys. Source: own calculations based on survey.
The advantage of POs consisting of more than 8 members is even clearer when taking into account a generalized attitude to cooperate (Table 5 ). While in smaller groups a high level of attitude towards cooperation is only 1.3 times bigger than a low level of the same, in the case of bigger POs the proportion is 5.5:1. The relationship is statistically significant. The sum of respondents is lower than 200 due to omitting "hard to say" and incomplete surveys. Source: own calculations based on survey.
Summing up our analysis based on the survey, we identified some differences regarding bonding social capital. Smaller POs are more embedded in kinship bonds, while bigger POs are more embedded in acquaintance relations. A clear-cut distinction is observable in the stock of bridging capital in favor of bigger farmer organizations. Thus, the relationships depicted by the adapted archetype "limits to growth" (Figure 1) are confirmed, at least in regard to dataset_2. One should, however, be aware of the limitations of our data, as explained earlier.
Discussion
Our results in this research point to certain patterns in the survival of organizations created for farmers' cooperation, relating specifically to social capital. Analysis carried out on a sample covering almost half of the Polish population of POs showed that a higher survival rate was observed in the case of entities that have more members. Moreover, our findings stress that the distinction between bonding and bridging capital is, in the context of the analysis of POs, not only very helpful, but even indispensable in setting up the group and maintaining its subsequent functioning.
For the purposes of our study, the observation of Valentinov-that there are some limitations of cooperation which emerge as a consequence of the insufficient availability of social capital, that could be due to the expansion of the membership base-was particularly insightful ( [65] , p. 12). What is similar to our approach (compare Figure 1 ) in Valentinov's work is the linking of social capital availability (stock), the membership base (group size), and cooperative performance (benefits from cooperation). A similar line of reasoning is presented by Nilsson et al. [72] , as discussed earlier.
However, our approach differs in two important ways. Firstly, the authors cited above focus on the problems of availability of social capital in large, complex, and firmly established cooperatives. In most European countries, the collective action of farmers can be traced back to the middle of the 19th century ( [79] , p. 517). However, in countries that experienced communism, the accumulation of social capital associated with pre-communistic cooperation was destroyed and the natural evolution of cooperatives was interrupted ( [79] , pp. 80, 518, 558, 560). "Distrust based on this experience reinforced individualism, which explains the slow progress towards voluntary cooperation" ( [80] , p. 560). Thus, cooperative efforts in CEECs countries do not primarily face the problem of lacking social capital due to very large membership bases (although this could be the case for dairy cooperatives, which successfully survived the transition period in Poland). Rather, they primarily face the problem of lacking a sufficient stock of social capital due to the "communist legacy", and this is the main obstacle during the formation of new groups of farmers and in making these groups self-sustaining (compare to Reference [52] ).
The main novelty of our approach is that we investigate the relationships of the stock of social capital, the membership base, and the performance of farmers' cooperation not at the maturity stage, but at the infancy stage. While other authors have dealt with the problem of the degeneration of cooperatives faced during the "Recognition and Introspection" phase (fourth phase of the basic life cycle framework of cooperatives), we aimed to explain the obstacles faced in the "Economic Justification" phase (first phase) [81] .
Our results confirmed that producer organizations of various sizes differed in terms of their stock of bonding and bridging capital. Small POs relied more on familial relationships to start cooperation. This form of bonding capital allowed farmers to lower transaction costs connected with searching for potential partners for cooperation and negotiating terms and conditions under which cooperation was to take place. The results suggest that bonding and bridging capital should not always be treated as complementary to each other. Specifically, in the case of countries with a legacy of communism, where the atrophy of civil society can be observed, the positive impact of bonding capital (particularly that based on kinship bonds) on the longstanding cooperation of farmers is questionable. These findings are in line with previously discussed arguments [31, 44] .
Taking into account previously discussed arguments on the relatively weak social capital and familism specific to post-communist societies [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] , it can be assumed that the financial support granted for POs attracts not only farmers aiming at real cooperation, but also those aiming at fake cooperation to obtain financial support. Following our results, it seems that such motivations could be relatively easily developed and hidden under the umbrella of a family. It seems to us that if a PO started with only five members and continues to operate with such a limited, membership, the chance that those members are short-term oriented increases. This explains, to some extent, the shortest longevity occurring in the category of POs representing the smallest entities that we observed based on dataset_1.
In line with the arguments on the size of the group [56, 57, 62] , our results show that an increase in the number of farmers cooperating in a PO reduces the reliance on informal social relationships between members in favor of bridging social capital. When the risk of amoral familism evaporates with the growing number of members in a PO, the chance for longevity improves. Bonding capital certainly has many positive effects, as stressed by Fukuyama [32] and, more recently, by Fałkowski [64] . Yet, it can theoretically also promote the same kind of opportunistic short-term profit-seeking behavior mentioned above. In this context, however, we found that the larger scale and accompanying formalization of larger groups are less conducive to abuses and, therefore, it can be assumed that short-term profit-seeking farmers will avoid creating larger groups.
The discussion above could be summarized by the interconnection of the two systemic archetypes; namely, "limits to growth" (Figure 1) , and "shifting the burden to the intervenor" (Figure 7 ). An improper structure of social capital (prevailing role of kinship bonds, which could easily degenerate into amoral familism) and the particular shortage of bridging capital that a "communism legacy" creates, are important limiting factors to increasing the membership base for the development of POs. Such barriers block the possibility of achieving sustainable benefits from collective action which will be attractive enough to maintain continued membership ( Figure 3 ). This is the reason newly created forms of farmers' cooperation did not develop in the nineties in Poland. The insufficient number of farmers' POs triggered public support for farmer organization creation, which started in 2001 and was firmly reinforced under the CAP umbrella after the Polish accession to the EU in 2004. However, the policy of public support is focused mainly on new PO creation-thus solving only the symptom, but not the fundamental problem.
Public support creates quick and tangible success as measured by the increasing number of newly established POs. However, the symptomatic solution is not costless. Focusing on the symptom of the problem-the insufficient number of POs-led to public policy incentives for the easy creation of farmer groups. An extremely low barrier for entry, as measured by the five member threshold, and the chance to access public funds can provoke amoral familism behavior-many POs were created just for receiving public money instead of looking for ways to achieve sustainable benefits from cooperation. This perpetuates the improper (too small) size of the groups. Furthermore, amoral familism in the long term is destructive for trust and for the attitude towards fair and longstanding cooperation. The discussion above could be summarized by the interconnection of the two systemic archetypes; namely, "limits to growth" (Figure 1) , and "shifting the burden to the intervenor" (Figure 7 ). An improper structure of social capital (prevailing role of kinship bonds, which could easily degenerate into amoral familism) and the particular shortage of bridging capital that a "communism legacy" creates, are important limiting factors to increasing the membership base for the development of POs. Such barriers block the possibility of achieving sustainable benefits from collective action which will be attractive enough to maintain continued membership ( Figure 3 ). This is the reason newly created forms of farmers' cooperation did not develop in the nineties in Poland. The insufficient number of farmers' POs triggered public support for farmer organization creation, which started in 2001 and was firmly reinforced under the CAP umbrella after the Polish accession to the EU in 2004. However, the policy of public support is focused mainly on new PO creation-thus solving only the symptom, but not the fundamental problem.
Public support creates quick and tangible success as measured by the increasing number of newly established POs. However, the symptomatic solution is not costless. Focusing on the symptom of the problem-the insufficient number of POs-led to public policy incentives for the easy creation of farmer groups. An extremely low barrier for entry, as measured by the five member threshold, and the chance to access public funds can provoke amoral familism behavior-many POs were created just for receiving public money instead of looking for ways to achieve sustainable benefits from cooperation. This perpetuates the improper (too small) size of the groups. Furthermore, amoral familism in the long term is destructive for trust and for the attitude towards fair and longstanding cooperation. These conclusions are in line with the general observations of Forrester, the founder of system dynamics thinking. He claims that public regulation results often fall far short of expectations and government programs often prove to be ineffective, since the dynamic behavior of the social systems is not understood. System dynamics explains how the contrary results of intervention can occur. Social systems exhibit conflict between the short-term and the long-term consequences of public support programs. A policy that improves the situation in the short run is often one that destroys the system in the long run [82] .
In this context, a question arises: what could be done better? "Shifting the burden to the intervenor" is a special case of the "shifting the burden" archetype. In the latter, the general principle These conclusions are in line with the general observations of Forrester, the founder of system dynamics thinking. He claims that public regulation results often fall far short of expectations and government programs often prove to be ineffective, since the dynamic behavior of the social systems is not understood. System dynamics explains how the contrary results of intervention can occur. Social systems exhibit conflict between the short-term and the long-term consequences of public support programs. A policy that improves the situation in the short run is often one that destroys the system in the long run [82] .
In this context, a question arises: what could be done better? "Shifting the burden to the intervenor" is a special case of the "shifting the burden" archetype. In the latter, the general principle is to focus on the fundamental problem, but if a quick solution is essential, it should be used to gain time while working on a solution for the fundamental problem. The general principle in the "shifting the burden to the intervenor" generic structure is to focus on enhancing the capabilities of people to solve their problems by themselves, by developing their own skills, resources, and infrastructure ( [50] , pp. 392-393).
Thus, following this line of reasoning, we suggest changes to public support for farmers' cooperation, which are depicted in Figure 8 . The corporate strategy literature distinguishes between short-wave (quick benefits) and long-wave (delayed but more important and sustainable benefits) programs [83] . With this in mind, we suggest a twofold policy of public support. For the short-wave program, the funds should be redirected from only supporting the establishment of new entities into supporting the increase of the membership base of already established entities, as well as of start-ups. This should help to trigger reinforcing loops based on achieving sustainable gains and, in the long term, indirectly improve the stock and structure of social capital. For the long-wave program, public policy should focus on rebuilding social capital, particularly bridging social capital.
Our findings call for further analysis on the effectiveness of support for producer organizations. Further research in this field seems to be of key importance, especially in the European context, taking into account recent announcements by the European Commission regarding the strengthening of the role of producer organizations in the food chain [84] . So far, the relevant literature is scarce, although recently these issues have begun to attract the attention of researchers, specifically in the context of Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) countries [85] . the burden to the intervenor" generic structure is to focus on enhancing the capabilities of people to solve their problems by themselves, by developing their own skills, resources, and infrastructure ( [50] , pp. 392-393). Thus, following this line of reasoning, we suggest changes to public support for farmers' cooperation, which are depicted in Figure 8 . The corporate strategy literature distinguishes between short-wave (quick benefits) and long-wave (delayed but more important and sustainable benefits) programs [83] . With this in mind, we suggest a twofold policy of public support. For the short-wave program, the funds should be redirected from only supporting the establishment of new entities into supporting the increase of the membership base of already established entities, as well as of start-ups. This should help to trigger reinforcing loops based on achieving sustainable gains and, in the long term, indirectly improve the stock and structure of social capital. For the long-wave program, public policy should focus on rebuilding social capital, particularly bridging social capital.
Our findings call for further analysis on the effectiveness of support for producer organizations. Further research in this field seems to be of key importance, especially in the European context, taking into account recent announcements by the European Commission regarding the strengthening of the role of producer organizations in the food chain [84] . So far, the relevant literature is scarce, although recently these issues have begun to attract the attention of researchers, specifically in the context of Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) countries [85] . Our results also complement other recent empirical studies focused on the interpersonal relationships of farmers who have decided to engage in agricultural producer groups [68] [69] [70] . We believe that the above-presented analysis improves the understanding of the general assumption that farmers' cooperation is deeply embedded in social and cultural contexts [5] . However, the picture of the dependency of the establishment and the success of farmers' collective action on social capital is still incomplete.
Conclusions
The weak position of family farms in comparison to other parties representing the downstream and upstream parts of the food chain has been widely discussed in the literature. Many authors suggest that the collective action of farmers and the cooperation between them could become an Our results also complement other recent empirical studies focused on the interpersonal relationships of farmers who have decided to engage in agricultural producer groups [68] [69] [70] . We believe that the above-presented analysis improves the understanding of the general assumption that farmers' cooperation is deeply embedded in social and cultural contexts [5] . However, the picture of the dependency of the establishment and the success of farmers' collective action on social capital is still incomplete.
The weak position of family farms in comparison to other parties representing the downstream and upstream parts of the food chain has been widely discussed in the literature. Many authors suggest that the collective action of farmers and the cooperation between them could become an important remedy for such an underprivileged situation. However, in Poland, the negative legacy of communism has led to a low level of citizen activity, particularly among rural citizens, in turn creating an unwillingness to establish cooperation. Therefore, public support from the EU and domestic funds dedicated to the setting up and the operation of POs could be important for strengthening farmers' bargaining power. As a result of this support, a process of rebuilding farmers' cooperation took place in Poland. Since 2000, a relatively high number of POs have been established. However, there are some concerns about the sustainability of their survival and growth.
Indeed, the results of our study concerning the patterns of survival of POs confirmed the aforementioned concerns. In line with theoretical assumptions, the survival rate was particularly low in the case of the smallest POs. Importantly, our results provide evidence that the smallest POs had the highest stock of bonding capital. This could have a potentially positive influence in the broad social context if used to establish a longstanding cooperation among farmers. However, it could also evolve into amoral familism. One possible way of interpreting our results might be that the low survivorship of POs with up to five members was due to the short-term opportunistic motivations of a substantial proportion of small groups, created by closely related networks of relatives. At the same time, POs consisting of 20 or more members represented much more stable, sustainable patterns of survival. Our results showed that larger POs had the highest bridging capital when compared to smaller entities, which turned out to be helpful in promoting the unity of the group, allowing farmers to perform well as a social entity even without strong familial relations.
In addition, we believe that these findings highlight opportunities to shape more effective policies supporting the establishment and development of farmers' cooperation. We suggest the supplementation of the current support schemes for POs with measures that address the issue of longevity of these entities. In our opinion, the policy measures might, in particular, include special support for the continuation of the operations of previously supported groups, aimed at increasing their membership. These short-wave policy measures should be supplemented by long-wave programs aimed at developing the bridging type of social capital.
There are some limitations to consider in our study. First of all, all our evidence comes from Poland, which means that our results may be specific to a certain socio-cultural context. In other words, we do not know if our findings could be directly applicable in other countries. However, choosing Poland offers a unique opportunity to observe and analyze the collective action of farmers at a very early stage of a life cycle and, thus, to identify patterns of survival of agricultural producer organizations.
It should also be emphasized that our samples (dataset_1 and dataset_2) are not representative of the population, which could have affected our results. Nevertheless, dataset_1 covers almost half of the general population and it seems justified to explore the survival patterns of POs in Poland using this dataset. Dataset_2, in turn, offers unique insights into important social issues in POs in relation to forming and maintaining farmers' cooperation. Considering a shortage of empirical research on the collective action of farmers, it also seems to be justified to conduct such exploratory studies to shed some more light on these as yet unexplained issues.
Finally, the notion of social capital that we refer to is still not clearly conceptualized. Not surprisingly, the operationalization of this theoretical concept is even more problematic. We used the notion of two kinds of social capital-bonding and binding-and tried to measure each of them using proxies. Therefore, the way we measure bonding and bridging capital could cause distorted results.
Despite the limitations listed above, we still believe that the results of our study are promising and justify continued research in this area. It will be interesting to continue the observation of the survivorship of POs in Poland across a longer period of time. The use of this analytical approach could be of particular interest when assessing the entire current programming period for RDP. It would also be worth comparing our findings of the survivorship of POs with the evidence from other countries, both from the EU (CEE and Western Europe) and other countries that did not introduce support for POs. It also seems justified to verify our results pertaining to the stock and types of social capital and their consequences on farmers' collective action in other countries with different historical and socio-cultural contexts. Finally, combining survival analysis with the co-operative life-cycle concept [81] could be another promising area for future research.
